PRESS RELEASE

ACAVE and Beroni present a new platform for the
creation, management and signing of combined
travel contracts


This new platform will save time and offer agencies a useful tool for agencies
not only to process but also to automatically and digitally store the
documentation of all trips.



The presentation of the tool will take place this coming Friday, January 14 at
10 am, in a webinar format exclusively for ACAVe associates and it will also be
presented at FITUR for the entire sector.

January 12th, 2022.- The Corporate Association of Specialized Travel Agencies (ACAVe), the
main employer in the sector in Spain and which represents the interests of Spanish travel
agencies in ECTAA, and Beroni, a leading technology company in the agency sector agencies,
will present the BGS Sign Contract platform that has been developed by Beroni with ACAVe's
legal advice to the associated travel agencies next Friday.
BGS Sign Contract allows travel agencies to create, fill in, sign, manage and store combined
travel contracts in an easy and agile way. The automation of these procedures means a great
reduction of paperwork and procedures for travel agencies organizing and selling package
tours, required by law to process a package travel contract for each new trip that their clients
hire. This platform represents an important advance for the digitization process of travel
agencies.
This platform has been developed by BERONI, counting on the advice of ACAVe in the practical
questions of application of the contract. Likewise, the models of package travel contracts
included in the platform have been drawn up by ACAVe's legal advice, an expert in this
matter.
The new platform will be available to all travel agencies, although ACAVE associates will have
special rates for hiring them.
Beroni will also participate in the ACAVe stand at Fitur, 10F04, where he will present to all
interested travel agencies the important advantages of this platform.

About ACAVE
The Corporate Association of Specialized Travel Agencies (ACAVe) is the employer's association
for state-level travel agencies based in Catalonia. ACAVe is the most representative
Association in Spain with approximately 450 associates and around 1.000 points of sale
throughout Spain. Agencies of different types are part of the Association: holiday and
corporate stations, tour operators, coastal and city receptive, online and cruise agencies.
About BERONI
Beroni, leads the development of specialized software solutions exclusively for travel
agencies, both issuers of the holiday and corporate segments, as well as wholesalers and
receptors.
It is worth highlighting the relevance that the technology company has acquired in recent
years in the design of web pages and the use of its online market place, allowing destinations
to offer the promotion of the territory and commercialization of the tourist experiences they
offer to the traveler. Also highlighting, its online reservation platform Wasabi-s, currently used
by more than 1,000 travel agencies and 6 management groups.
Beroni promotes quality technological projects, adapted to each business and needs, helping
the digital transformation of travel agencies, since its constitution in 1987.
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